[Clinical and experimental studies on the effect of xue mai tong on coronary heart disease].
This article deals with the treatment of hypercoagulability with CHD by the mechanism of resolving phlegm and alleviating stagnation on the basis of the viewpoints that "body fluid and blood are derived from the same source" and that "Phlegm and blood are of the same stasis". The study on 74 patients who received Xue Mai Tong and 31 controls who were treated by promoting blood circulation to remove stasis showed an overall effective rate of 85.13% (63 cases) and a evident effective rate of 59.46% (44 cases) for angina pectoris in the treatment group. The efficacy of the treatment group with Xue Mai Tong was proved to be better than that of the controls (P less than 0.05). Animal experiments demonstrated that Xue Mai Tong improved microcirculation perfusion as compared with the controls (P less than 0.05) as evaluated by the length and wet weight of the thrombus.